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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10092-10300
SECRET

FROM: MEXICO CITY

ACTION: C/FE 6

INFO: DDF, ADDF, C/CA 2, C/CI, C/F 2, C/WH 5, C/SAS 5, RF, VR

SECRET 051039Z

PRIORITY DIR INFO HONG CITE MEXI 6414

KAPOK LCHAREST

REF: DHR 73460

1. RESERVATIONS MADE PER PARA 1 REF.

2. MANN ARCHITECTS, INCL CORONA (SEE PARA 4 MEXI 6345) ARRIVED MEXICO FROM CUBA VIA CUBANA AIRLINES 4 OCT. NO CHINESE ABOARD. PRESUME CHINESE DELEGATION WILL ARRIVE VIA CUBANA ON SCHEDULED 7 OCT FLIGHT. ST30AL 1 WAS SCHEDULED TAKE SIDE TRIP TO MERIDA 4 TO 7 OCT, BUT APPEARS HE DID NOT. WE ALSO LISTED TO TAKE SIDE TRIP TO ACAPULCO STARTING 13 SEPT.

3. WILL TRY GET INFO REQUESTED REF FROM CONFERENCE HQS, BUT FAILING THIS FEEL SURE CORONA CAN SUPPLY ON HIS RETURN FROM MERIDA EVENING 7 OCT. CORONA TO GO ACAPULCO ALSO.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: "RE RESERVATIONS FOR LARSON AT DEL PRADO"
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